Minutes of the Stratton Audley Parish Council on Wednesday 5th September 2018
Present: Mr J Honsinger (Chairman), Mr S Hopkins, Mr A Flack, Mr G Nicholson , Mr J Edwards and Mrs K
Walker.
Apologies:, Mr M Hedgecox, Cllr B Wood (CDC) Cllr I Corkin (CDC councillor and also OCC)
Members of the public: None

60. Declarations of interest
The Chairman declared a personal interest in the planning application relating to development at the
Mallories.
61. Minutes of the meeting of 1st August 2018
The Council agreed that the Minutes of the meeting of the 1st August 2018 were an accurate record of the
proceedings.
62. Progress on Parish matters
News Drop
A newsletter was dropped off to all residents in the village, requesting expressions of interest from residents
for first aid/defibrillator training, and involvement in village improvement projects. Only a few people
responded expressing interest in the first aid training, but no other volunteers came forward for other
projects so this remains on going.
The Mallories
The developer of this site has demolished the wall fronting Church Street, and the pavement in front of the
development is now fenced off. Whilst it is understood that the site is meeting the safety requirements
stipulated by OCC, here are concerns in the village that the current arrangement does not allow sufficient
room for wheelchairs or prams to use the footpath. The next phase will require the erection of scaffolding
along the front of the whole site and the Clerk was asked to request that OCC/CDC ensure a walk way and
adequate space is preserved.
The Clerk was also asked to follow up with OCC the matter of the damages road direction sign to ensure that
a new metal arm was ordered, the recommendation being that OCC should visit the site to view the sign.
Quarry Update.
Further updates are awaited.
New dog/litter bins
These should arrive shortly and Cllrs Honsinger and Hopkins will arrange for them to be installed.
Abandoned caravan
The caravan at the top of Stoke Lyne Road has now been removed, but there are some black bags from a
recent caravan encampment to be cleared away. The Clerk was asked to enquire whether OCC would
consider bunding or fencing the area to stop future unauthorised encampments.
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Launton Road/Horse signs
The condition of Launton Road has been reported to OCC. The Clerk is trying to establish what new horse
warning signs have been erected in the area.
Resilience Grant
The Parish Council has been advised that their application for funding was not successful. The Clerk was
asked to make enquiries as to the reason why.
E/W Rail
A number of residents had raised concerns about HGV gravel lorries passing through the village. Although
E/W Rail have confirmed that they currently have no HGVs in the area, it was agreed that the question should
be raised again at the liaison meeting with them on 6th September.
Weed Spraying
The contractor has confirmed that weeds are normally sprayed 3 times a year, but they can only be sprayed
when they are lush and green. Another spray has just been completed.
Salt bins
The three salts bins are full and no new order is required.
63. .Finance
The Council noted the Bank reconciliation at Appendix B and authorised the following payments:Cheque Number
500509
500512
500513
500514
500515
500516

Payee
Tulu Toilet hire
The Red Lion
Royal British Legion
Mrs A Davies
HMRC
Mike Gore

Reason
replacement
Room hire
wreathe
Salary and expenses
Clerk tax
maintenance

Amount
606.00
20.00
100.00
128.48
78.40
210.00

500517

J Honsinger

expenses

48.80

64. Parish emails and disclaimer
Parish emails are being finalised. The Chairman agreed to discuss the wording of the disclaimer with Cllr
Hedgecox.
65. East/West Rail
The first Parish Liaison meeting with E/W Rail will take place on 6th September. An agenda has been
circulated.
66. Oxford to Cambridge Expressway
A decision on the proposed corridor is awaited.
67. Village Improvement Fund
The Chairman and Cllr Hopkins have looked into options for flower troughs and benches to enhance the
village. It was agreed that the Clerk would enquire whether OCC would agree to stone troughs by the village
entrances, and report back to the October meeting. Some residents are interested in planting up the village
verges, and it was suggested that the parish council could make available a budget for this activity.
Making a feature of the water trough on the Bicester Road is also under consideration.
There was concern that, during the recent hot weather, the slide in the playground has been too hot for use.
The Clerk was asked to raise with the playground safety inspectors whether mats could be made available for
children using the slide.
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A councillor reported that member of the community had noted that one of the first purchases for this fund
was that of waste bins and that they felt this should be a PC expense. However the Chairman advised that the
idea of replacing bins in the village had been proposed and supported by the Festival planning group, as they
will present a visible improvement over the current bins. If the fund did not exist the PC would repair and
make do with the existing bins.
It was agreed that the initial members of the fund committee would be Cllrs Hopkins, Honsinger and Walker.
Others members of the community may join if they express an interest.
Cllrs Hopkins will also investigate the improvement of the path around by the pond so as to allow for better
access by mobility vehicles.
68. Footpaths/bridleways (The Pound Area.)
An initial inspection of the Pound area suggests that its size could be increased by some 50% if scrub and
brambles are cleared away and hedges and trees cut back. It was agreed that arboriculture advice should be
taken regarding the environmental value of the trees prior to pruning. Once this is to hand a team of
volunteers to carry out the work will be assembled.
Cllr Hopkins has recently cleared the path around the pond – which can now be used by mobility scooters.
However the surface is not suitable for mobility scooter use, and the Parish Council agreed that a request for
funding towards the cost of re surfacing the path should be made to the historic Village Improvement charity.
69. Parish/Church Liaison meeting
The Clerk was asked to arrange this after the w/c 24th September.
70. VAS Data Analysis
The Parish Council noted that an initial analysis of the data captured by the VAS suggests that speed entering
the village along the Bicester road is considerably above 30mph, which is contrary to the perception that cars
are reducing their speed coming into the village. The Chairman agreed to ask the manufacturer at what point
the speed data is captured. Anecdotally it would seem that speeds exiting the village are worst.
71. First Aid Training
A date in October will be arranged.
72. Care in the Community
It was noted that the Parish Council needs to update its Emergency Plan. A discussion took place regarding
'vulnerable' vs 'priority' needs and it was recognised that the latter was the appropriate term. So far as
actions for individual residents are concerned the Parish Council noted that its powers are limited, but it has
wide influencing power which it can use to assist residents in some circumstances.

73. CLP update
The “Last Night of the Proms” event in the Church on 8th September is now sold out. The Committee are in
the early stages of planning more events towards the end of 2018.
74. Planning
T1 x Cherry plum - Overall Crown reduction by up to 4.0m.
Rose Villa 17 Cavendish Place Stratton Audley Bicester OX27 9BN Ref. No: 18/00200/TCA
No objection
Increase eaves height of first floor front and rear dormers, first floor side extension, ground floor rear
extension
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Mallories Cherry Street Stratton Audley Bicester OX27 9AA Ref. No: 18/01311/F
No objections, but the Parish would prefer not to see a window in the end gable extension, overlooking
another property.
Erection of hotel and conference facility with associated access, parking, and landscaping
Bicester Heritage Buckingham Road Bicester 18/01253/F
The Parish Council discussed the response, initially prepared by Cllrs Edwards and Honsinger which is
attached to the Minutes as Appendix A, and agreed to submit this as the basis of its response.

The Parish Council agreed that:
It was important to stress that its main concern is that of traffic management, since the development
will have a major effect on the Buckingham Road area of Bicester, and will generate a considerable
increase in traffic. Congestion at the main roundabout on the A4421 is already considerable and a left
only turning coming out of the hotel site will only serve to increase traffic at this pinch point. However,
that recognised, they were particularly concerned that the effects on residents living to the North of
the proposed development were not being considered and no mitigation measures being offered.
Their concern not only involves vehicle traffic but importantly the increased risks for pedestrians and
cyclists, and in this respect they did not feel that the plans go far enough.

75.
Correspondence received - to note any correspondence received not otherwise on the agenda
where decisions are not required.
The Parish Council agreed to invite CDC’s Conservation Officer to the next meeting.
76.

Reports from meetings - to receive any reports; for information.

E/W Rail liaison – 6th September Fringford Village Hall at 7.30pm..
77.

Items for information or next Agenda

By 15th September please.
78.
Date of next meeting
3rd October 2018 in the Hunt Room of the Red Lion PH at 7.00pm.
Please note the new numbering system for items in the minutes. They now run on sequentially from one month to the
next across each statutory year and then begin again from no.1 at the start of the new financial year.

strattonaudley.parishclerk@gmail.com
www.strattonaudley.org. See also Facebook - strattonaudleyparishcouncil
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Overview
It is important to stress that Stratton Audley Parish Council’s main concern is that of traffic
management, since the development will have a major effect on the Buckingham Road area of
Bicester, and will generate a considerable increase in traffic. Congestion at the main roundabout on the
A4421 is already considerable and a left only turning coming out of the hotel site will only serve to
increase traffic at this pinch point. However, that recognised, we are particularly concerned that the
effects on residents living to the North of the proposed development are not being considered and no
mitigation measures are being offered. Our concern not only involves vehicle traffic but importantly
the increased risks for pedestrians and cyclists, and in this respect we do not feel that the plans go far
enough.

Key Issues
1. Stratton Audley Parish Council wishes to make clear that whilst it broadly supports the development
of a hotel on the site, it objects to specific access and traffic management plans which are completely
Bicester-centric and take no account of the impact such a development will have on the area to the
North in the direction of Buckingham
2. Our concern is heightened since we understand these plans have been fine-tuned as a result of
discussions with CDC and OCC, and the implication is that this area has been ignored or overlooked.
Whilst the proposals heavily emphasise the sustainable credentials, on closer reading they are
incomplete, and we would ask Planners to note our objections and concerns and ask for the
sustainable measures outlined below to be incorporated into the plan
3. It is Stratton Audley Parish Council’s view that the traffic management proposals can be significantly
improved with relatively little effort, and in the process better reflect the detail and intent of the
green & sustainable measures in the National and Local Planning Guidelines
4. Our main contention is that whilst we note the proposed provision of a brand-new shared use cycle
path running from the proposed hotel in the direction of Bicester, it is disappointing that no similar
provision has been made running north of the site in the direction of Buckingham, at the very least
up to the Stratton Audley turning – a distance of only 200-300 meters
5. The PC thinks this is a significant omission and one that must be made a condition of approval. We
consider that the provision of this short length of shared use cycle path from the hotel in the
direction of Buckingham along the A4421 road up to the junction with the Bicester Road that leads
to Stratton Audley, is an essential additional condition which would be wholly beneficial on a
number of levels:





It would substantially remove the risk of cycling and walking along a narrow, busy and dangerous
length of the A4421 (one being made busier by this Development)
In doing so it opens up the opportunity for greener travel to villages to the north east including
Stratton Audley, which is consistent with the objectives espoused in Ss 5.53 & 55, and others
It also provides potential shared economic benefit for a broader area than would otherwise be the
case
In addition it opens up a significant amenity for visitors to the Heritage Hotel and the Heritage site
in general, by offering them safe access to many miles of unspoilt lanes in and around the area, via
a safe and sustainable route

6. We would also like to make clear that, with or without the additional cycle path, the plans as
presented will have a negative effect on Stratton Audley in that they will increase congestion for
residents and the many people who use the village as a through route from other villages, causing
increased dangers accessing the main road from the Bicester Road junction and significantly
increasing the risk for cyclists and pedestrians attempting to traverse the stretch of the A4421
between the junction and the new hotel entrance
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7. Furthermore we would ask planners to note that residents have also questioned why there is not a
proposal for a mini roundabout or traffic light system on the A4421 at the entrance to the proposed
hotel which would have the added benefit of aiding access to and from the housing estate opposite,
via Thompson Drive and be a significant traffic calming measure in its own right
8. A shared use path could also be incorporated into the scheme at this point and would mean that
cyclists and pedestrians entering and leaving the hotel would be able to use the new crossing to
access the existing cycle/footpath on the west side of the A4421 which runs from Thompson Drive
down to the main roundabout in the direction of Bicester
9. The Parish Council supports this view and suggests that by adopting this type of idea would eliminate
the need for the proposed Toucan crossing by the main roundabout, which is likely to cause further
traffic delays at a point in the road where congestion is already experienced as a result of the busy
roundabout
10. It would also mean that the proposed cycle path from the hotel in the direction of Bicester along the
airfield side of the A4421 would not be necessary, thus making a cost saving for Bicester Heritage
Below we identify various references from the planning documents which talk about sustainable travel
measures and we highlight these in order to draw attention to the fact that sustainable measures are not
being fully met in the current plan.
The various documents are populated with many references to the sustainable credentials of the proposals in
order to demonstrate that the plans meet local requirements. We have listed many, although not all of these
in the paragraphs below, with our response to each.
All comments are intended to ensure that the benefits of the development are maximised, and that negative
impacts are eliminated or sufficiently mitigated, and as such we hope that they will find favour.
The PC fully supports the objective of improving public access to the historic environment at S 5.10 and views
it as a valuable local asset. We are however mindful that Bicester Heritage is a commercial enterprise and
will seek to maximise its visitor numbers, and as such bears the primary responsibility to mitigate the
negative effects of the resultant increased pressures on infrastructure in the local community. We are
pleased to note those which are already incorporated and would simply ask that they extend such mitigation
to the other local communities which neighbour the proposed development to the North.
S 5.50
The PC does not agree that cycle links being “in close proximity” equates to accessibility of the site, especially
for cyclists travelling from the Buckingham direction on what is a narrow road, with traffic travelling at
average speeds close to the road’s 50mph maximum (as stated in the Mode Survey) and with no specific
provision for cyclists. Bus services from these outlying villages are also very limited, meaning that site access
is effectively limited to those with access to cars.
Similarly, there is no provision for walking from the Buckingham direction, pedestrians having to use a narrow
strip of uneven verge next to a deep ditch on the Caversfield side of the A4421 in very close proximity to
traffic.
S 5.53
Acknowledges the above points, however it mentions only the routes to the West of the A4421. It makes no
reference to the issues faced by those coming to the site from the Buckingham direction, and details no
proposals to mitigate or ameliorate their issues.
S 5.55
Rather compounds the above issues by its referencing of compliance with local policy on sustainable travel,
making particularly positive mention of encouraging cycling through the provision of secure parking, and
washing and changing facilities. This is of little utility if cyclists dare not cycle to the hotel to use them.
S6.4
The PC also notes the statement in S 6.4 stating that:
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“the local highway can accommodate the additional foot and cycle traffic…”
We again would respectfully point to the provision of a new shared use cycle path being proposed in the
direction of Bicester, but the complete absence of such provision from the A4421 in the direction of
Buckingham. Only slightly in jest we would point out that the development should acknowledge and actively
make provision for the fact that there is life outside Bicester too!
The above themes are mirrored in the Mode Report, with reference being made to sustainable transport at
2.2.3, citing the NPPF 2012. As such, the PC considers that the development should do more to ensure that
such sustainable transport is universally available, through the provision of a “bridging” section of mixed use
cycle and pedestrian pathway.
S 2.2.5
References Para 35’s requirement that, “where practical, developments must”, amongst others:
 Give priority to pedestrian and cycle movements…
 Create safe and secure layouts which minimise conflicts between traffic and cyclists or pedestrians…
It is the PC’s view that this development does neither for those seeking to travel to and from the Buckingham
direction under either of these bullet points. We are also concerned with the use of the words ‘where
practical’ as this can be widely interpreted as a let out clause to justify no action on this matters .i.e, ‘a cycle
path was consider but thought not to be practical’.
S 2.7.3
References the Oxfordshire Local Transport Plan (LTP4) whose provisions include OCC’s support for (Policy
03)
“… measures and innovation that make more efficient use of transport network capacity by reducing the
proportion of single occupancy car journeys and encouraging a greater proportion of journeys to be made on
foot, by bicycle, and/or by public transport”
The PC would suggest there would be an opportunity missed, were such provision not to be extended to
those who travel from the Buckingham direction.
S 2.7.5
Cites Policy 17 whose objectives largely mirror those in the above para.

S 2.7.6
Cites Policy 34 whose objectives again mirror this more sustainable approach. In particular:
“OCC will require the design and development of new developments to proactively encourage walking and
cycling....”
S 2.8.3
Compellingly, the Report references LTP4’s provisions for Active & Healthy Travel Planning. It states:
“It is essential that new developments are planned with cycling in mind and with facilities to make cycling
both convenient and safe. Designing new developments so that cycling is the most convenient transport
methods for the majority of trips…”
The Plan as currently presented completely fails to do this for those travelling from the Buckingham
direction. Indeed, by increasing traffic movements, it appears to directly militate against the achievement of
this objective.
Table 3.1 should be noted. It readily illustrates that accidents involving Sensitive Users comprise 28% of the
recent total, which is disproportionate to their participation as Road Users. The fact that these statistics are
classed as “low” takes no account of the well-recognised tendency for vulnerable users to elect not to expose
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themselves to risks presented by busy and congested areas. It is therefore doubly disappointing that no
mitigation is proposed for A4421 users coming from the Buckingham direction.
S 3.4.13 asserts that:
“...no requirement for any specific road safety issues to be addressed as a part of the development process.”
The PC, for the reasons stated, suggests that this is too narrow a view. The Report’s partial view is echoed at
S 7.1.4.

S 3.5.3
It should be noted that the shared use provision terminates at Cherwood House Care Home. The proposal as
put forward here by the PC is for only a short length of new shared use pathway, terminating at the junction
with the Bicester Road leading to Stratton Audley.
S 3.5.28
Concludes by stating that:
“The site is accessible by sustainable modes of travel…Pedestrian and cycle links surround the site [PC’s
underlining] and provide good connections with neighbouring residential areas and links to Bicester town
centre.”
Stratton Audley PC would respectfully point out that such links do not surround the site, since the main
arterial route to the site from the Buckingham direction is completely without such provision. Again, we
would respectfully point out that a mutually beneficial solution is readily available as described earlier.
S 7.1.5
The PC also respectfully disagrees with the assertion that the site is adequately accessible by sustainable
modes of travel. This site is not accessible from the Buckingham direction, and the development, unless it
mitigates its impact in the way suggested, will make such access as exists (via a narrow verge and busy A road
for pedestrians and cyclists respectively) significantly worse, to the detriment of both local residents, and the
development itself.

Summary
In summary, the PC reiterates that it is not opposed to the scheme, and recognises its potential to have a
positive impact on the overall economic wellbeing of the area. However the Plan as submitted takes no
account of, nor makes any provision for those living outside Bicester to the North in terms of the many
planning provisions which focus on sustainable travel. Indeed, by increasing car journeys along the A4421,
it will exacerbate the separation of the villages from the new development and Bicester itself. Stratton
Audley in many ways is not the end of the road but a gateway to the wider country side beyond and as
such is an important conduit for traffic to and from those areas.
As identified earlier, part of the solution is a simple one, which is that of the creation of a short section of
shared use pathway for cyclists and pedestrians along the A4421 to the turn-off of the Bicester Road
leading to Stratton Audley. Whilst the Parish Council claims no particular planning expertise, it is clear that
the pathway could run along the edge of the airfield behind the bushes and trees that front onto the main
road, without any major disruption to natural habitats.
As stated previously, this would have benefits for the Bicester Heritage Development and its clients as well
as the local community, and we urge that such provision is added to the Plan in accordance with the many
planning guidelines issued by OCC, Cherwell District Council, and National Government.
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We would also ask planners to take another look at the entry road layout and the idea of a mini
roundabout or traffic lights close to the hotel entrance on the A4421, which would appear a more
substantial and beneficial solution to the problems of getting traffic in and out of the development. In
particular, it would avoid routing all motorised traffic leaving the hotel to the already overcapacity
roundabout feeding Skimmingdish Lane, and others.
We believe the proposed amendments as stated above, will enhance the overall plan and remove the main
concerns and objections that we as a Parish Council have identified.
At this stage the Parish Council would also request a formal commitment from Bicester Heritage to
detailed discussions and information disclosure about other collateral issues which have the potential
for significant impact on Stratton Audley as a neighbouring Parish.
Items for discussion include, but are not limited to:

(1) Clarification is sought as to the plans for entry/exit points for service and supply vehicles to the rear
of the site. In particular the Parish Council would wish for an assurance that there are no plans to
open up the disused entrance at the top of the Bicester Road near the junction with the A4421 as this
would meet with considerable resistance
(2) The Parish Council has understands that the hotel will have approximately 300 rooms - what
occupancy levels are to be expected?
(3) Assuming the occupancy levels are high what additional plans are in the pipe line to ensure the
development is attractive in terms of facilities? For example some hotels have golf courses attached.
(4) To what extent will the newly acquired Quarry site form part of the leisure proposition for the hotel
going forward?
(5) The proposal includes a conference facility and depending on how often events are held, will this
have a further impact for traffic congestion and traffic management?
(6) Does the hotel have any plans for it to be a collecting centre for Silverstone traffic - running a shuttle
service to and from the track particularly on Grand Prix weekend and practice days? What will be the
effect of these activities on the local traffic? Is the development planning the installation of a helipad.
If so have the effects of noise on neighbouring communities been considered?
(7) How will the development impact existing arrangements with Bicester Village for parking and shuttle
services?
(8) The Parish Council would also welcome a sight of the development Masterplan to understand
proposals for the Stratton Audley side of the airfield.
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Stratton Audley Parish Council

Monthly Financial Report
Parish Council Meeting

Payments processed since last meeting

£1,956.08

01-Aug-18
01-Aug-18
01-Aug-18
01-Aug-18

The Red Lion
Mrs A Davies
HMRC
Parish Council websites

01-Aug-18
01-Aug-18

M Gore
Broxap

500505
500506
500507
500508
500509
500510
500511

Receipts processed since previous report

Bank Reconciliation

05 September 2018

£20.00
£128.48
£78.40
£120.00
£240.00
£1,369.20

£0.00

Statement dated
Savings Account
Current account

28 August 2018
£16,361.50
£10,721.71

Items not yet cleared:
Receipts

Sponsorship

Payments

Community First Oxon
The Red Lion

£0.00

£35.00
£20.00

Net Total

£27,028.21
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